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Q: May I hide my Mission Panel and fuel tanks?
A: Yes, you may.
Q: Can I simplify configuration of fuel cubes on Mission
Control?
A: Yes, you can, if it doesn’t change the movement vector.
For example you can use follow simplifications:

Q: Halley: is it considered as a planet (where I can get gas
etc.?)
A: Halley Comet have the exact same rules of the planets, so
yes, you can refuel there.
Q: Card number 5, and all “solar Wind cards”, the player
take the fuel cubes from the General Supply?
A: Yes.
Q: When a space ship land, ALL the cubes that are on the
player Control Panel are removed to the Generall Supply?
A: Yes.
Q: Card no. 20 “Asteroids”: If a player have less than 5
yellow cubes or none, what happens?
A: The player has to pay ONLY normal fuel (yellow cubes). If
he doesn’t have any or less, he just pay only what he have.
For example, if a player only have red cubes, he doesn’t have
to pay anything.

Q: Is it obligatory, to use follow simplifications?
A: No, it is given just to simplify game play.
Q: When and in which order players decide to land on
the planet (or to continue flying)?
A: Players decide it at the moment, when ship appears on the
same sector with the planet (i.e. in the flying phase or in the
planets movement phase). In any questionable situation the
1st player should decide first, other players decide in clockwise order.
Q: Card 22 - Gravity Assist - does it work at once or during the whole round?
A: The card works only in Phase 1.
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